Refrigerated Incubator Shaker (3-269)

**DO NOT USE WITHOUT PROPER TRAINING.**

**GUIDELINES**

1. **Sign-up for all shakers on Quartzy.com**
   a. Sign-up can be found in the “Refrigerated Incubator Shaker (3-269)” Group. If you are not yet part of the group, you can request access by e-mailing Eric Zhang.

2. Clamp usage is on a first come first serve basis.
   a. If someone has already signed up for a time slot during the same time as you, please check with them to see how they intend to use the Shaker. Please accommodate the people that signed up first.

3. Please clean up any spills that occur immediately.

4. Please be sure to only use standard shaped 2L or 1L Flasks with their respective clamps. Another shaker is available to use downstairs in room 2-279 for smaller sized flasks.

5. Please give priority for this machine to users who plan on using lower temperatures.

**PLEASE DO NOT:**

1. Use paper towels or Styrofoam as adapters to fit your tubes. They could clog up the vents and rotating mechanism and potentially end up damaging the shaker.

- Report all problems and requests for training and use to Eric Zhang.
  - E-mail: (zhan0718@umn.edu)
  - Phone: 612-624-1456
37° C Incubator Shaker (2-279 & 3-269)

➢ **DO NOT USE WITHOUT PROPER TRAINING.**

➢ **GUIDELINES**

  6. [Sign-up for all shakers on Quartzy.com](https://quartzy.com)
    
    a. Sign-up can be found in the “37° C Incubator Shaker (2-279)” Group. If you are not yet part of the group, you can request access by e-mailing Eric Zhang.

  7. Clamp usage is on a first come first serve basis.
    
    a. If someone has already signed up for a time slot during the same time as you, please check with them to see how they intend to use the Shaker. Please accommodate the people that signed up first.

  8. Please clean up any spills that occur immediately

➢ **PLEASE DO NOT:**

  2. Use paper towels or styrofoam as adapters to fit your tubes. They could clog up the vents and rotating mechanism and potentially end up damaging the shaker.

➢ Report all problems and requests for training and use to Eric Zhang.
  
  - E-mail: (zhan0718@umn.edu)
  - Phone: 612-624-1456